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This is Jackalope es una organización sin ánimo de lucro dedi-
cada a la creación, producción y difusión de las prácticas artísti-
cas contemporáneas. Fundada y dirigida por Cristina Anglada y 
Gema Melgar, This is Jackalope es concebida como una plata-
forma desde la cual producir proyectos culturales que experi-
menten con los formatos y discursos. 

This is Jackalope nace con vocación de actuación 
internacional y entre sus objetivos está el de generar una vía de 
intercambio y difusión entre los discursos vigentes en distintas 
comunidades artísticas. Asimismo, busca fomentar las colabo-
raciones, las relaciones y los encuentros entre personas, con el 
fin de producir y diseminar conocimiento.www.thisisjackalope.org   @thisisjackalope

This is Jackalope is a nonprofit organization 
dedicated to the creation, dissemination and management 
of contemporary artistic practices. Founded and directed by 
Cristina Anglada and Gema Melgar, This is Jackalope is con-
ceived as a platform from which to produce cultural projects 
that experiment with formats and discourse. 

This is Jackalope is born out of the aim to develop 
international action and among its objectives is that of generat-
ing a place for exchange and dissemination between existing dis-
course in different artistic communities. It also seeks to promote 
partnerships, relationships and encounters between people, in 
order to produce and disseminate knowledge.
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(10) Questions
with

Amalia Pica

by:
Lorena

Muñoz-Alonso
8 Tête à Tête

(ESP)  PP 163–168

10 questions with Amalia Pica

1.  Your work is often concerned with the collision of two 
elements: fact and memory; sound and ear; sender and receiver; 
bottles and various pieces of furniture (like in your series Cata-
chresis) or between nature and culture (as in your work with the 
chimpanzees and the tools they created). Would you agree the 
notions of dialectics and friction are important to you?

AP:  I actually don’t think in terms of dialectics. The way 
we talk and think discursively often makes us look for two 
elements, but I think there are many interesting grey areas in 
between. But even when there are two elements, let’s say sender 
and receiver, which is one of your examples, there is always a 
third element that makes it become awkward. This is the ele-
ment that is communicating… failing to communicate, so it’s 
always more of a triangle than a straight line, or perhaps even 
a polygon. I often think in those terms, even with this culture 
and nature thing. One of the things I was interested in the 
chimpanzee research was understanding the concept of animal 
culture and knowledge transmission, which is intergenerational 
rather than instinctive. So that also sort of overcomes that idea 
of the dialectic between nature and culture.

2:  Communication is another recurrent theme in your work 
(although perhaps you have tended to focus more on its obsolete 
technologies). I was thinking that many issues in the media now-
adays have to do with communication’s dark side: data theft and 
its manipulation for political gains in various elections and refer-
enda; fake news; the threat of institutionalised hacking, such as 
state-sponsored terrorism and the utter loss of individual privacy, 
which, in most cases, is a willing act. Does all this have an impact 
on your work?

AP:  I don’t think this dark side you mention is new. I 
think that what’s new are the specific technologies and the 
scale of it all. Obsolete communication technologies interest 
me because I think they’re a good metaphor for reminding us 
that things don’t really work. When things don’t work, we are 
reminded that what we have is a system, a construct. We need 
to understand that laws are constructed and can therefore be 
changed. I think that this mistrust always needs to be there. I 
think the systems we have are totally flawed and they have an 
agenda. What we have to do is inhabit them, because we don’t 
have any other option, but we also have to remind ourselves 
it’s possibly our duty to rethink them all the time.
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3.  I wanted to ask you about your exhibition at NC-Arte in 
Bogotá last year, which placed a lot of emphasis on listening. 
Were you looking for signs of an emerging language in the sounds 
made by the chimpanzees you encountered in Nigeria’s Gashaka 
National? Could you tell me more about what you learnt from 
spending time with animals in terms of interspecies relationships?

AP:  The work in NC-Arte is the first chapter of my love 
affair with chimpanzees and great apes. I was invited by Volker 
Sommer, who is head of revolutionary anthropology at Lon-
don’s UCL, and the curator Luiza Teixeira de Frietas and her 
partner Gonçalo Jesus, a PhD student who works with Volker, 
to the Gashaka Primates Project, which is a residency they 
have for artists. The chimpanzees were first seen in the 60s, 
in the wild, grabbing twigs, stripping the trees of their leaves, 
sticking them in a hole, a termite hole, and then waiting for the 
insects to crawl in and then eating them. And when this was 
first observed, it was a revolution in science, because before 
it was only Homo Faber, the ‘great man’, who modified the 
world with his tools. This was the first time that something 
signalled how closely we related we are to apes, and how we 
are apes as well. The first person to observe this was Jane 
Goodall: this beginning or this notion of cultural transmission. 
It hadn’t been observed because chimpanzees in captivity have 
been separated from their mothers and this is not instinctual 
behaviour, it’s learnt: chimpanzee mothers teach their children 
to use tools and chimpanzees in Nigeria use tools differently 
to chimpanzees in Tanzania. I found this mind-blowing.
In the show at NC-Arte the objects emit animal calls, but they’re 
made by researchers; it’s a trick. But, in many other works in 
the show, what I’m working with is the efforts of the research 
centre, which are observing spontaneous behaviours in the wild 
and observing them remotely. So, although we were able to get 
closer to a troop of baboons, chimpanzees are mostly observed 
remotely by collecting their tools, their faeces, observing their 
nest, by cameras.
We are very closely related, genetically, to chimpanzees, so 
they can catch our diseases. Their populations are decreasing 
rapidly and it’s not a good idea for them to get used to humans. 
The ethics scene has really changed; it’s not this huggy relation-
ship. In a sense, I haven’t spent time with them. I’ve spent time 
reading and learning about how intelligent these animals are.

10 questions with Amalia Pica

In terms of language, there is a second chapter to the exhi-
bition, which I did for the IMA (Institute of Modern Art) in 
Brisbane, a show that’s travelling to a place called PICA, of 
all places [laughs]: the Perth Institute of Contemporary Art 
in Australia. In that second chapter, I dedicated a lot of work 
to readings, I don’t like the word research, to things I’d learnt 
from a language experiment with apes. But it’s all very differ-
ent because all the language experiments with apes and sign 
language, keyboard language, graphic language… They’re 
made in captivity and they’re really based on the imposition of 
a system. And there’s the latest work, which I’ve just finished, 
which is a choreography of spontaneous gesturing, which all 
great apes do. It’s a tribute to a form of communication that 
happens beside and despite humans.

4.  I’d like to talk about Ears to speak of: your show at the 
Power Plant in Toronto, which also centred around the idea of 
listening, although in a very different way. The show featured two 
main bodies of work: Ears (monumental cardboard reconstruc-

↑ Amalia Pica, A un brazo de distancia. Installation view: NC-arte, Bogotá, 2017. 
Photo: Oscar Monsalve.
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tions of acoustic radars, also referred to as “listening ears”, found 
in Denge, Kent in the UK) and the continuation of In Praise of Lis-
tening (large-scale sculptures of hearing aids rendered in marble, 
granite and soapstone). I’m at the very first stages of starting my 
training in psychoanalysis, and I’m personally fascinated by impor-
tance of active listening. I have the feeling that our ability to listen 
has been massively hampered by new technologies, which have 
turned us into relentless broadcasters of our own selves. What 
are your thoughts on this? 

AP:  Listening is important, and I agree that we haven’t 
yet caught up with what we could call “new ways of listening”. 
What I sense from your question is this idea that maybe before 
we listened more. I don’t know if that’s true. My suspicion is 
maybe we did, but we can only commit to the era that we’re in 

now. There’s this self-centered use of media with the selfie and 
all this narcissistic obsession… A lot of my work has tried to 
pay tribute to the listener as the one who makes talking pos-
sible. This is, of course, a basic notion of psychoanalysis: the 

↑ Amalia Pica, please open hurry. Installation view: Institute of Modern Art, 
Brisbane, 2017-18. Photo: Louis Lim.

10 questions with Amalia Pica

idea that you are saying things because somebody will listen, 
that you perform a thought in your head and then you speak 
it; you are formulating thoughts. In a sense, I feel like that’s a 
way out of this narcissistic path of the selfie. And in terms of it 
as an exercise, I do feel that we need to do it more. That’s why 
I’ve taken this figure of the listener as a hero and built weird 
monuments of listening devices and the technologies we invent 
to listen to each other, because I think, on a more basic human 
level, it really shows the need that we have for each other, and 
that’s obvious when you listen.

5.  I think that the aesthetics of your work are constantly 
changing. The different bodies of work do not follow a rigid, formal 
line but adapt to the ideas that you are working on (form follows 
content, so to speak). What is your artistic process like, in terms 
of thinking about how to formalise your research? Is it an organic, 
seamless process? Or is it a struggle?

AP:  It’s torture [laughs]. Definitely, it’s a struggle. I’m a 
totally tortured artist, in case you couldn’t tell [laughs]. First of 
all, because it often doesn’t make sense to make another object. 
There are so many things in the world and you’re like: why am 
I making this? So, the first question is already difficult.
In terms of the different ways my works look, which is defi-
nitely a conscious decision… At some point I decided: you 
either follow a path that is narrowing, to go down the rabbit 
hole, which I think is a perfectly possible route to take as an 
artist, or you constantly expand. And I decided that I needed to 
be constantly expanding. I don’t know what it takes to be an art-
ist, but it starts by having an interesting life. If you narrow your 
field so it won’t take you places, it just becomes a meaningless 
activity. I see some of my shows and I think: “Oh my God! This 
looks like a group show”. But, I work very hard to build a space 
with the galleries, and that’s accepted as part of my practice. It 
worried me in the beginning, but I’ve embraced it. 
I don’t know if it’s as straightforward as form follows content. 
I think it’s a bit more of an interchange. It’s not that content 
comes first; I’m not a research-based artist. I look things up, 
I’m interested in the world, I like reading (I’m an avid reader), 
I’m curious, I find things out. But, one thing doesn’t precede 
the other; it’s a constant dialogue. Form is very important in 
my work; it’s not relegated to the illustration of content. What 
happens is, you’re thinking of something, you are making a 
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form you think might illustrate it, but the form takes on a life 
of its own. And then you’re thinking: Oh! If this is big, what 
would that mean for the content?

6.  What are you working on at the moment? What projects 
and exhibitions do you have coming up?

AP:  The book for the ape project. The shows at the Power 
Plant in Toronto, IMA in Brisbane and PICA in Perth are all 
connected to the publication. With the publication there was 
almost this parentheses in my work. And suddenly I was having 
a lot of opportunities in terms of exhibitions. And then sud-
denly, I have this really generous invitation, with no agenda, 
and that was a really wonderful thing, but it also became a sort 
of tunnel I went down. 
What I was going to do with the second chapter and the ape 
language research, which is very complicated ethically but 
involves all these devices that were invented to try to commu-
nicate with the apes, has very close links to other aspects of 
my work… What the book is doing is to build a net between 
those two shows or ideas: the idea of listening and interspecies 
communication, and the way we’ve treated animals. So, I’m 
now focusing on the book to close this chapter.

7.  I read somewhere that you taught art in a primary school. 
How old were the kids? And how did the experience affect your art 
making, how important is the concept of education in your work? 

AP:  I studied a sculpture professorship in Buenos Aires. 
When I finished, I started teaching kids art in primary schools. 
I worked in two schools, all the grades from six to twelve, and I 
was teaching in a private school and a state school, which, by the 
way, was very different, so that was also an interesting experience.
I tried to develop a programme to teach children contemporary 
art. I thought, okay, they might not all become artists, but if 
we give them a way in, they might develop an empathy with 
artists, be interested in what artists do. I think that there’s this 
exclusivity issue about contemporary art and primary school 
is a great moment to tackle this issue.
So I was working with the kids, looking at Duchamp, at things 
from the 1960s, teaching them about land art, installation and 
performance… We also did the more traditional drawing thing, 
because there’s a curriculum that you have to fulfil as a teacher. 
One of the important things I realised was how restricted imag-
ination is. When you say to a kid: “Draw a house”, they draw 

10 questions with Amalia Pica

this cottage that nobody lives in. This was something that was 
really important to me as an artist: this link between what we 
already know and imagination. Our ability to imagine things, 
to put images to things, is often just a reshuffling of images 
that we’ve already seen. The images we’ve already seen are part 
of an agenda, so it isn’t innocent. This idea of drawing from 
intuition is often flawed, because intuition is totally informed 
by the things you’ve learnt. Even the first works that I made 
were based on the things I was asked to teach them: historical 
images, national symbols that we had to make for plays.

8.  In May 2018 you signed and published an open letter along-
side fellow artists (including Wolfgang Tillmans, Celine Condorelli, 
Ryan Gander, Lubaina Himid and Goshka Macuga) to express your 
concern over the exclusion of art and creative subjects from the new 
syllabus in secondary schools. What sort of impact do you think this 
will have on tomorrow’s society and the diversity of the UK’s art scene?

AP:  I think it’s terrible. I think it’s only going to make art 
more elitist and exclusive. The opposite of what we want and 

↑ Amalia Pica, please open hurry. Installation view: Institute of Modern Art, 
Brisbane, 2017-18. Photo: Louis Lim.
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of what anybody should want. I think if you don’t give kids in 
state-run schools, if you don't give everybody the opportunity 
to access art, the result is going to be that they just won’t. And 
this is not just an exclusion of art from school, it’s an exclusion 
of art from culture. Excluding art from culture hampers people’s 
imaginations. We need the ability to imagine, to make the world 
a better place. Art is a great exercise for learning how to take 
what you have and try to make something new out of it or make 
it different. I believe if we take this away (this basic questioning 
of imagination and exercising of imagination from school) we’re 
really impoverishing the future, not just the art scene.

9.  You left Argentina in 2004 and have been based in London 
for the majority of that time. What was it that made you choose 
London? In the 14 years since then, the city and its art scene have 
changed massively due to economic and political reasons. Do you 
still feel that London best place for you to be?

AP:  I didn’t just spend time in London, I was also in 
Amsterdam for four years, which was also wonderful. I didn’t 

↑ Amalia Pica: ears to speak of. Installation view: The Power Plant, Toronto, 
2017. Courtesy the artist. Photo: Toni Hafkenscheid.
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really choose London, it sort of happened. I moved to London 
for personal reasons and then I stayed. In the art world, we all 
like to pretend that we’re mobile and we can go anywhere, but 
the truth is that if you’re a Latin American artist with a Latin 
American passport, you can’t easily move; once you start an 
immigration process somewhere, you stay there. There isn’t 
that flexibility, especially in the UK, which is separated from 
the rest of the continent, as they like to remind us.
London has been very generous to me. It’s an amazing city. And 
it’s true that in the last decade the art scene has been totally 
affected by the real estate boom and by how expensive space 
has become. This has led to a major crisis in improvisation; 
there aren’t any spaces to improvise in. People would do shows 
in warehouses, they would do exhibitions in their living rooms. 
And now, people no longer have a living room because it’s often 
being used as another bedroom, because rent is so expensive. 
I think London has suffered a lot from this, all big cities have. 
I suspect that, as artists, we do need to think how to use our time 
differently, how to not be pushed by this 9-5 thing that has even 
taken over artistic practice. I think it’s likely that these pieces 
of time might not come from big cities, and it’s not just London. 
I think that at some point cities were explosions of creativity, 
but then they were constricted by their own success, in terms 
of a capitalist system. But, I don’t want to be too disparaging 
of London, because there are a lot of generous people with a 
lot of interesting things to contribute. I personally find I have 
to take breaks from it and come back to it. It’s like a bad lover…
you go back to them.

10.  Lastly, what are your biggest inspirations at the moment 
in terms of art, books, film and TV series, music, places? What are 
you into at the moment?

AP:  I never know how much of it will filter into my work, 
so that’s one thing to know. I don't know if it’s inspiration or 
just things that keep me going as a person or as an artist, who 
knows? But, as I was saying, I read a lot and at the moment 
the book I’m enjoying the most is Andrea Wulf’s biography 
of the German naturalist Alexander von Humboldt, titled The 
Invention of Nature. Humboldt is a very interesting figure at this 
moment in time, as he was one of the first to think ecologically 
or to think of nature as an integrated system. And it’s also 
interesting because he was as famous as Napoleon at the time, 
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and now not that many people in Europe know who he is. In 
Latin America there are a lot of streets and rivers and towns 
named after Humboldt, because he was around there: looking, 
drawing and having conversations. 
I think my biggest inspiration, or lifesaver, is walking. It doesn’t 
matter where: it can be a city: it can be nature; it can be at the 
beach… walking is something I constantly do. It propels me 
and keeps me, not only moving, but also thinking clearly.  
Then, I’d have to say, I’ve spent a lot of time in Mexico City 
lately, and that has been a great source of inspiration; it’s one 
of the greatest cities on earth.

Exchange by This is Jackalope
Transcription by Sam Savage
Thanks to Herald St, London 
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TEXTURES
There is something both materially intuitive and 

physically strange in crossing bread making with ceramics. Both 
practices share processes such as wetting, modelling, printing, 
kneading, sculpting, stretching and firing. Both are also the result 
of a manual labour where different gestures imprint form and tex-
ture onto a shapeless mass. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick reminds us 
that perceiving a texture is a creative act, which implies “always, 
immediately, and de facto to be immersed in a field of active nar-
rative hypothesising, testing, and re-understanding how physical 
properties act and are acted upon over time”¹. Thinking through 

texture is trying to discern if it is bread, clay or some-
thing else; if those bodies are laminated, granulated 
or polished; if they are smooth or rough, if it is wise 

to fondle them, bend them and stretch them. It implies touching 
with the eyes, with the body, with a situated imagination. Sedgwick 
goes on to explain that more than any other system of perception, 
touch is a non dualistic production of knowledge giving its reci-
procity: touching is always reaching out, caressing, wrapping and 
holding while at the same time, reciprocally, being reached out 
to, caressed, wrapped and held by what is being touched. This 
radical reciprocity makes touching a key co-transformation tool, 

This text derives from another text which, in turn, derived from 
artist Ariadna Guiteras’s work Gentle Bread (2016), composed of 
ten sculptures made of clay and found plastic, as well as a sung 
performance. In her work, Guiteras crosses bread making with 
ceramics, based on a sociocultural and material perspective in 
which non-logocentric knowledge production and transmission 
are explored.
Stemming from that entanglement, this text takes a journey through 
a constellation of issues —processes of analogy, speculation and 
association— that Ariadna’s project suggests, ranging from theo-
retical inputs to personal exchanges. Textural perception, viscosity, 
muscular memory, hunger and voracity, digestion, history, fermen-
tation, care and careful thinking, porosity and body operate here 
as particles of an elastic and sticky grammar, which implodes in a 
series of short thoughts and speculative fabulations.

¹ Kosofsky Sedgwick, Eve. 
Touching Feeling. Affect, Pedagogy, 
Performativity. Duke University Press, 
2002. Pág. 20. Italics are mine.

Julia Morandeira Arrizabalaga

(ESP)  PP 168–174
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paying close attention to materiality, embodiment and contingency, 
as well as to the vital affective and interdependence web we are 
immersed in together with everything that surrounds us. It is a 
non-verbal language, with its own rhythms and grammar, that 
circumvents reductive objectivist viewpoints. Touch enables us 
to comprehend through affinity and empathy (Ari would say that 
it enables a radical empathy), and does so through the skin, the 
visceral, the muscular and the emotional: stratum that archive 
knowledge and accumulate a semantic through time. Ariadna had 
never baked bread or clay prior to moving to London to complete 
the residency which gave birth to Gentle Bread. She learned 
from a group of people she met in the process through different 
exchanges: verbal and non-verbal. To Ariadna (who addresses 
the world from a situated, feminist and materialist position) the 
knowledge received was never hers but “from every body and for 
every body” as she understood herself as part of a longer, thicker 
and uncountable line of transmission, mainly formed by women, 
in which recipes and instructions are shared through memory, 
muscle and voice. “The knowledge my body hosted (and still 
hosts) was based on the shared gestures and verbal transmission 
I received from four people who regularly worked with ceramics 

↑ Stick together
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and baked bread. […] The sculptures materialised the textural 
knowledge I learnt during the two months of the residency. Rather 
than keeping it within my body I decided to leave it outside of it and 
apply it to one of the materials I was working with: clay. The sung 
performance collected verbal information shared while touching 
the mass of bread and clay. My intention was both to put the oral 
knowledge I received back into circulation and to activate other 
layers of meaning embedded within the sculptures.”

STICKINESS
 Viscosity² is a property of matter introduced by Newtonian phys-
ics to describe the capacity of a fluid to resist deformation or 
the propensity to flow. Something is viscous when its molecules 

tend to stick together or flow slowly (oil versus 
water, for example) and maintain its entity, despite 
being composed by particles that can potentially 

become independent or intermingle with other substances. In 
social sciences, viscosity has (timidly) started to re- emerge³ 
as a term within certain materialist paradigms to describe the 
logics of adherence that operate in the fleshy entanglements of 

human and more-than-human worlds embraced by 
interactionist ontologies. It is an inherently bodily 
mode, which defines the capacity of stickiness and 
aggregation of new particles to a body, which can 
no longer be understood as an impenetrable unity 
but as a contiguous body-environment assemblage. 
Nancy Tuana⁴ uses the term “viscous porosity” to 
refer to the interaction between all types of entities 
and phenomena through different membranes (skin 
and flesh, prejudgments and symbolic imaginaries, 
habits and embodiments) which mediate between 

and undo the nature/culture division. Affects, according to Sara 
Ahmed⁵ , are also sticky: love, hate or anger stick to bodies, accu-
mulating meaning and affective value along the way and through 

time. They do not reside in a body, object or subject, 
but they adhere to them and provoke things in them, 

changes that oscillate from the imperceptibility of the molecular 
to greater organisations of ensembles. Signs are pegajosos too: 
for Butler (read through Ahmed), queer is a sticky sign because 
it acquires new meaning through performative repetitions “not 
by being cut off from its previous contexts of utterance, but by 

² Wagner, Lauren B: “Viscosity”. Entry 
on the New Materialism almanac from 
25/04/2018, http://newmaterialism.eu/
almanac/v/viscosity

³ Jean-Paul Sartre in Being 
and Nothingness: An Essay on 
Phenomenological Ontology (London: 
Routledge, 1969, pp. 610-12) wrote 
on viscosity and the slimy as a soft, 
sucking, docile, feminine (sic), 
sugary and somehow nightmarish 
substance. He already signalled then 
the continuous body-environment 
that viscosity enacts (“the overflow 
of myself towards the slimy”) and that 
contemporary theories resignify
4 Tuana, Nancy. “Viscous porosity: 
Witnessing Katrina” (2008), in S. 
Alaimo and S. J. Hekman, eds., 
Material feminisms. Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, pp.323-333.

5 Ahmed, Sara. The Cultural Politics 
of Emotions, London: Routledge, 
2004.

Julia Morandeira Arrizabalaga
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↑ Can you fly with this?

6 Ahmed, Sara. Op.cit., p. 166

7 As Ricardo Guerrero, Lynn 
Margulis, Luis Rico and Dorion 
Sagan note in “Proprioception: 
when the environment becomes 
the body” (Madrid: Centro Cultural 
Conde Duque, 2003, p.6): “Mucous, 
excrement, urine, saliva, cadavers, 
pornography, and other marginal 
separations and representation of the 
human body question its essential 
hegemony, its universal nature”
8 A few months ago, Ari wrote to me: 
“During the process of Gentle Bread 
I was (and still am) fascinated by the 
the agency of matter and memory. 
On the one hand, muscular memory, 
the one that doesn’t go through the 
logos and is transmitted through 
touch and gesture (and that is why 
it is so important, because it turns 
it upside down and says ciao to 
phallogocentrism) and on the other 
hand, matter’s memory. In this case, 
clay and dough. I didn’t know but in 
one of the encounters, Ella told me 
that clay has a memory and that once 
it is introduced in the oven, it tends to 
get back to its previous shape. That is 
why you need to touch it for a while 
before giving it a form and there are 
different gestures that are applied 
in a specific manner to the lump of 
clay for it to lose its memory. With 
bread something similar happens, 
but the gesture and the touching 
allow gluten proteins to strengthen 
and form an elastic mass. It always 
happens to me that when I am in the 
midst of processes such as this one, I 
tend to think through the word (what 
I read, what I am told, what I say, 
what I write) but also through muscle 
and other types of writing. One of 
the things I do is drawing intuitively. 
You will find attached two drawings I 
made at that time, thinking precisely 
about clay’s memory and the forces of 
gluten. It’s graphite on marker.”

preserving them”⁶. In queer politics the force of the insult is 
retained, not negated. And finally, bread: sliced 
bread sticking to the roof of your mouth, the dough you knead to 
weave together the elastic chains of gluten.

Thinking and working with viscosity implies operating 
in the semiotic-material organisation of the world. The contiguity 
and promiscuity that emerge with adherence irremediably hijack 
the vision of the “body” as a closed entity⁷. For Ari, Gentle Bread 
signalled a new understanding of the corporeal, 
in which the flesh of the world interweaves with 
hers and skin becomes a permeable membrane 
rather than a limit. Here, matter is an extension with 
the world which retains a memory⁸ and allows a 
multi-faceted connection with different layers —be 
that physical, reflective, affective or political. This 
extension of the battlefield unleashed a whole set 
of new questions and conflicts (“What can, then, a 
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body be? What would the limits of performance be, if we cannot 
identify the limits of a body?”) in Ariadna that, far from finding 
resolution, have become the driving forces behind her work. 
“Staying with the trouble”, to put it in Haraway’s words. When we 
worked together for the escuelita session, the program I co-direct 
with Manuel Segade at the CA2M-Centro de Arte Dos de Mayo, 
Ariadna proposed finishing her session by collectively kneading 
12.5kg of clay, and hence experimenting together the ideas of the 
body as a host, muscular and material memory, haptic knowledge 
and non-verbal transmission that we had previously discussed. 
From that indiscernible collective handling resulted a monstrous 
assemblage, which she referred to as “a vulnerable archive” later 
in an email⁹.

CONTAMINATION
Ari and I met through the magical 

mediation of Jesús Arpal Moya, who introduced us 
due to our shared interests “around food, biopolitics 
and feminism”. In a similarly intuitive manner —liter-
ally “in a flash of light”— Ari invited me months later 

to write a text. It would accompany the vinyl record-cum-publi-
cation that collected the “non-visible, but structural” materials, 
such as conversations and songs, of Gentle Bread. At that time 
I was finishing another chapter of my project Canibalia, thinking 
about digestive ecosystems, and I had just started to cultivate yun 
and kéfir ferments. I accepted immediately and we scheduled a 
Skype session. From that chat, Ari remained haunted by the notion 
of voracity that came up in the discussion, which she described 
as a drive traversing “hunger, sex, turbulence, hyper-production, 
hyper-productivity, even death and fascism, cannibalism”.

 Bread and ceramics, clay and flour, are also cor-
related to voraciousness and the telluric. Geophagy, or the prac-
tice of eating soil, is common across animal, geographical and 
temporal spectrums: certain soil types are consumed occasionally 
due to their capacity to absorb toxins, their delivery of mineral 
nutrients and their palliative function. However, as seen in Wiki-
pedia, this human behaviour has been despised since modernity 
as pertaining “to children and pregnant women in rural or prein-
dustrial societies”, or as the result of an eating disorder such as 
pica. But the intake of earthly substances belongs as much to 
the future of pharmacology as it does to its origins. From Jennifer 
Teets¹⁰ I have learnt how sealed clay pastilles from the island of 
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9 An aside anecdote on a literal image 
of viscosity. The first time I met Ari 
in person she was up to her shoulder 
in vaseline after plunging her arm 
into a bucket of lubricant. I had 
never seen so much vaseline together, 
and the textural vision of that half-
translucent, soft and sticky slime all 
over Ari’s body was amazing.

Julia Morandeira Arrizabalaga
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Lemnos in Greece and “pan de tierra bendita”¹¹ in 
Oaxaca, Mexico, led to the development of com-
plex networks of trade, exchange, extraction and 
distribution. According to her, these create muddy 
narratives which connect the history of mineralogi-
cal archaeology of Pliny and Galen with the current 
mass extraction of clay for the cosmetic and wellness industries. 
In fact, there is a relation of voracity that intersects the hunger to 
eat earth with the mining sites that, literally, devour the land and 
its resources. Voracity implies violence, destruction and passion 
—and this also resonates in Gentle Bread’s pieces. This telluric 
hunger allows us to embrace a contaminated absorption that 
muddles every so-called scientific truth and unleashes visceral 
speculations instead.

In Gentle Bread a correlation between matter, form 
and the performative takes place. Reading the transcription of 
the encounters¹² Ari organised to learn how to make bread and 
ceramics while in London, a series of echoes and reflections 
start to emerge between both experiences, rang-
ing from the techniques used to crazy details in the 
participants’ biographies. Even if she asserts that it 
was not intended¹³, the works that resulted reflect 
a contamination of forms and processes: many of 
the ceramic pieces can be recognised as a loaf of 
bread, a chapati or a sad forgotten slice. This is 
partly due to the textural projection we mentioned 
before, and partly, to the use of plastic that Ari intro-
duced when she realised that the sculptures on their 
own were oblivious to the industrialisation process bread is a 
product of. In order to mend this, she added several plastic wraps 
from baguettes, sandwiches and loaves of bread which, in a way, 
return the works to quite a mundane and not very romantic place. 
The last element is the text: sung or written in English, Spanish, a 
mix of both and a bit of Catalan. Without reaching the creolisa-
tion of Spanglish, Ariadna’s sung poetics invoke those linguistic 
landslides through small coloquial gestures and affective winks, 
when for example she says “Mi abuela es una chef, you know?” 
or “I like the figure of the amateur because usually then you 
approach things from another point of view, más desaprendido”. 
That gesture, partly minor and partly huge, enables the affective 
and the geographic to filter through the stories she tells, as well as 

¹0 Jennifer Teets, in collaboration with 
Lorenzo Cirrincione, has developed 
Elusive Earths / Tierras Esquivas: 
a series of in situ works, processes 
and dialogues that focus on the 
sinuousness of rare clays, soils and 
earths with forgotten origins.
¹¹ “Pan de tierra bendita” literally 
translates as “holy earth bread”

¹² These are included in the vinyl 
Ariadna produced thanks to the Miquel 
Casablancas Prize, which she won in 
the publication category. The vinyl-
publication is edited in 2017 by Sant 
Andreu Contemporani / Ajuntament 
de Barcelona, in collaboration with 
Hangar, Barcelona.
¹³“It looks like a slice of bread, but all 
I did was to apply the act of cutting to 
what was left in the clay bag
—which I left under it— and what came 
out was bread! So I decided to leave it 
as it was, without that being my first 
intention.”
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everything intimate and sticky that is kept in the folds of language.

TURBULENCE
Baguette, Chorleywood bread, pà de pagès, arti-

san or diet bread. Writing about bread making in the times of 
hyper-consumption, hyper-production and violence we live in 
demands immersing oneself in an archaeology of class, economy, 
politics, gender and even sex. As Hadria Yazidi (one of Ariadna’s 
bread making teachers and one of the strongest figures in the 
project) puts it, “bread is a food of the poor, and has always been” 
but “making bread, like fucking, is a bourgeois privilege”: it implies 
a time we don’t have anymore, that has been expropriated from 
us, that has become a luxury. In The Practice of Everyday Life, 
Vol. 2: Living and Cooking, Michel de Certeau, Luce Giard and 
Pierre Mayol devote a chapter to bread, which they consider 
“less a basic food than a basic ‘cultural symbol’, a monument 
incessantly restored to conjure suffering and hunger”¹⁴. Bread 
is, according to the authors, inseparable of the working class 
and “carrier of a social writing” that we must learn how to read 
correctly. Needless to say, bread is a crucial sub-
stratum of nutrition, society and politics, a bedrock 
food whose subterranean movements are subject 
to significant turbulences on the surface. A great 
number of historical conflicts carry the mark of a bread riot as 
a catalyst and the memory of the breadlines in the period after 
the unrest. In English breadline is a synonym of misery: access 
to bread indexes the most impoverished condition in which it is 
possible to live. In North America it refers literally to the long line 
of people waiting for free handouts.

The bread riots are the fruit of unrest that derives 
from the scarcity and the rise of grain and bread prices, resulting 
in malnutrition and hunger. It was bread that sparked the Storm-
ing of the Bastille in 1789 in Paris, as well as the mobilisation of 
citizens and the radicalisation of the French Revolution until 1793. 
It starred in the Flour Wars, initiated in 1775 when Anne-Robert 
Turgot opened grain’s free trade (controlled by the State until 
that moment) and unleashed a wave of bread protests in the 
Parisian region. [Note: it is worth noting that women played a 
prominent role in these conflicts, both in orchestrating as much 
as in enduring them].

Decades later, the rise of the price of grain and bread 

¹4 De Certeau, Michel; Giard, Luce; 
Mayol, Pierre. The Invention of 
Everyday Life, Vol 2: Living and 
Cooking, Minneapolis · London: 
University of Minnesota, 1998, p. 86
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would be a key factor in each episode of the 1848 revolutionary wave, 
the so-called Spring of the People. And far from being an issue of 
the past, bread riots have become recurrent since the 1980s with 
subsidy politics of agriculture applied by the World Bank and IMF, 
which affect the production, exportation and importation of cereals. 
This extends to the recent Arab Spring, from Tunisia to Egypt and 
Yemen, in which images of young people selling kaik as a sign of 
protest or a helmet made of bread loaves worn by a demonstrator 
in Tahrir Square found their way around the Internet. I am interested 
in this last image in which bread is a defensive weapon and an 
ontological sticky prosthesis, a glutinous extension of a subject in 
revolt against the extractivism of capitalism. Bread —its production, 
its circulation, its consumption and its diffusion— are pure glutinous 
politics. These not-so-erratic divagations make me think that it is 
possible to imagine a glutinous ontology, built from this palimpsest 
of revolutions, hunger, gluten webs and mundane prosthesis.

DIGESTION
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Three-four ingredients are needed to make bread: 
flour, water, salt and air. Gluten is an ensemble of proteins from 
cereal flours. When wet, they cluster together forming a viscous 
and elastic net that, along with fermentation, endows bread with 
volume and a spongy consistency. But, for some time now, gluten 
has been the focus of debate, given the uncontrolled proliferation 
of gluten-free diets and supermarket aisles. The demonisation 
of gluten (whose closeness to “glutton” is suspicious, to say 
the least), the rise of its intolerance and the industrialisation of 
bread are parallel and interlinked processes: the standardisation 
of bread production made it accessible, but the elimination of 
natural fermentation from the process unsettled the digestibility 
of bread and created new health concerns, as well as new trends 
and business solutions. Almost a century after, sourdough bread 
–wholemeal, authentic and organic– is the privilege of a few in 
the global North. Mass produced bread (0.70 for a baguette or 
0.90 cents for a loaf) is however ubiquitous. This is neoliberalism 
at its finest: paradoxical, perverse and sticky.

Fermentation is a cultural process¹⁵ of metabolic 
transformation carried out by cultures of bacteria and yeasts. This 
food proto-technology is in fact a living process and thus unsta-
ble, based on interdependency and interconnection principles. 
In fact, fermentation is a prime example of the sym-
biogenesis theory developed by the biologist Lynn 
Margulis, which dismisses the Darwinian theory of 
individualist and competitive genetic evolution, to 
advocate for a coevolution and symbiotic coexis-
tence between organisms. We do not (only) evolve 
by the survival of the fittest, “but also suddenly and 
forcefully, by means of the seduction of strangers, 
the involvement and internalisation of the other in 
oneself — viral, bacterial and eukaryotic”¹⁶. I am fascinated by 
this idea that we evolve in contact with the other, in this web of 
feedback eco and interdependent relationships of nourishment; 
there is a force there to be reckoned with. Thinking through the 
microbiome requires displacing humans out of the 
center in the same way we acknowledge that bac-
teria were here long before homo sapiens and that 
without them we would be nothing¹⁷. Consequently, it also implies 
a reconfiguration of the notion of the body into a wider microbial 
landscape¹⁸ and, above all, to think from non-indulgent places. 

¹5 I am thankful to David Zilber for this 
clarification. David is a photographer, 
chef and currently Head of 
Fermentation at Noma restaurant 
Copenhagen. He defends that the 
participation of a third agent in the 
fermentation process, be that human 
or non human, always has to be 
taken into account and that therefore, 
we should consider fermentation 
as a cultural-natural process of 
domestication and transformation of 
bacterias throughout time.

¹6 Margulis, Lynn; Rico, Luis; Sagan, 
Dorion. “Proprioception: when the 
environment becomes the body”.Madrid: 
Centro Cultural Conde Duque, 2003, p.3
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Instead, it implies embracing a complex wilderness, understood 
as that which cannot be fully controlled, that can never be totally 

hygienic, and whose rough edges cannot really be 
eroded; an ambiguous and turbid place from which 
partial, unruly and contaminated positions always 
emerge. Margulis signals that the qualities of bac-
teria are sensibility, seduction, union, acquisition, 
fusion, accommodation and perseverance. These 
have to be apprehended as guiding principles of our 
interaction and our being in the world, that align us 
with the activity of bacterial colonies in the stom-
ach, the process of kéfir and kombucha fermenta-
tion, the circulation of virus and infections, or the 
sensory intelligence of slime molds, just to cite a 
few. Fermentation is a process based on reciprocal 
nourishment, care and mutual transformation with 
our environment and our biome.

What is care? For Joan Tronto and Ber-
nice Fisher¹⁹, it includes everything we do to maintain, 
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¹7 This idea was shared by Joshua 
Evans (PhD student at the University 
of Oxford researching the flavour 
and evolution of microbes in novel 
fermentation practices) during the 
public conversation on fermentation, 
held in the framework of my 
exhibition Nothing is true, Everything 
is alive at Peryton, Copenhagen, on 
July 21st 2018. Participants included 
Adam Bencard, Ida Bencke, Joshua 
Evans, David Zilber and myself.
¹8 Adam Bencard (Medical Museion, 
University of Copenhagen) a 
researcher and curator who has 
worked extensively on the history 
and philosophy of microbiome 
research, proposes thinking in the 
terms of “molecular being” and 
“metabolic societies” to expand the 
comprehension of the body through 
the microbiome.

↑ Matriarcado
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continue and repair “our world”, in order to live in it in the best pos-
sible way. That world includes our bodies, their bodies, ourselves, 
and our environment: everything that we weave into a complex 
web of vital maintenance. In Peter Weeden’s words (former chef 
at The Newman Street Tavern in London, and another figure that 
instructed Ariadna in the bread making process), 
“we need to exist with our environment”. We need 
malleable, viscous, contaminated and contaminat-
ing processes that recognise our position in the larger biome, and 
that do so from a co-responsible and political stance. We need 
to understand knowledge as a materialisation of worlds, and to 
re-materialise knowledge as care of and for the world. Audre Lorde 
in The Cancer Journals says that self-care is not self-indulgence 
but self-preservation, and thus, an act of political warfare. Today, 
in times of rampant neoliberalism in which the subject has been 
reduced to an economic calculation of self-confidence, and care 
has been turned into an individualist mantra of the wellbeing 
ideology, we need more than ever to take care of ourselves. We 
need to care for each other as bacteria do, in a collective and 
symbiotic manner, because fermentation is a material metaphor 
of a vitalist and feminist mode of being in the world²⁰. We need to 
embrace the non dualistic viscosity of affect and touch, to hang 
out elastic affective nets and weave glutinous narratives. We need 
to embrace, softly, the turbulence that such viscerality implies. We 
need to engage the body²¹, the skin, the hand and the stomach. 
Making bread, like fucking, is and should be a process of feminist 
worlding that shapes co-responsible and careful 
ways of being in this world.

²0 This proposition is further developed 
in the work of Fournier, Lauren (ed.), 
Fermenting Feminism. Laboratory 
of Aesthetics and Ecology, 2017. I 
am thankful to Ida Bencke and Dea 
Antonsen, founders of the Laboratory 
for Aesthetics and Ecology, for their 
friendship and all the exchanges in 
affinity around feminist living in more-
than-human-worlds during the writing 
of this text.
²¹ Translator’s note: in the Spanish 
version this appears as “poner el 
cuerpo”, which refers to the long 
tradition in feminism of situated 
knowledges in which embodiment and 
bodily politics are inbuilt.

¹9 Puig de la Bellacasa, María. Matters 
of care: speculative ethics in more than 
human worlds. Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2017, p. 3
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↑ The Heavy of Your Body Parts and The Cool Air of The Air Condition. Still

Images / Imágenes: The Heavy of Your Body Parts and The Cool Air 
of the Air Condition. Courtesy of / Cortesía de: Ross Little.
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Current-borne, wave-flung, tugged hugely by the whole might of 
ocean, the jellyfish drifts in the tidal abyss. The light shines through 
it, and the dark enters it. Borne, flung, tugged from anywhere to 
anywhere, for in the deep sea there is no compass but nearer and 
farther, higher and lower, the jellyfish hangs and sways; pulses 
move slight and quick within it, as the vast diurnal pulses beat in the 
moondriven sea. Hanging, swaying, pulsing, the most vulnerable 
and insubstantial creature, it has for its defense the violence and 

power of the whole ocean, to which it has 
entrusted its being, its going, and its will.¹

 This quote from Ursula Le Guin’s 1971 novel The Lathe of Heaven features in artist Ross 
Little’s film The Heavy of Your Body Parts and the Cool Air of the Air Condition (2017). Ross’practice 
draws together research, current thought and his own lived experiences whilst gathering footage. 
To make this film, he took part in a ‘Digital Nomad’ cruise and posed as a nautical science student 
to gain access to ship breaker’s yards in Alang, India. His methods are closely interwoven with 
- and often guided by - his films’ subject matter, switching between a disjointed, dreamlike style 
(roaming through the cruise ship disco) and raw, cinematic scenes (a cargo ship, hull sawn off). 
The film investigates different forms of immaterial and material labour; drawing links between 
colonial histories, current touristic cultures and contemporary forms of work.

¹ Ursula Le Guin, The Lathe of Heaven, 
(New York: Avon Books, 1971), p.1

T.A:  In your film and the installation that accompanied it, this 
quote spoke to your filmmaking process as well as the presence 
of jellyfish. In turn the quote and the jellyfish speak more lyrically 
about some of the things that are represented literally in the film. 
How did you arrive at the decision to use real jellyfish alongside 
the film? 

Timothea Armour

(ESP)  PP 174–177
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² Rob Nixon. Slow violence and 
the Environmentalism of the Poor, 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 2011) p.2 

R.L:  Whilst developing The Heavy of[…] I was reading 
Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor by Rob 
Nixon. One area the book examines is the exploitation of the 
Global South by transnational corporations. Nixon describes 
it as a ‘violence that occurs gradually and out of sight; a 
delayed destruction often dispersed across time and space.’² 
I found this to be a useful frame to think about the connec-
tions I had been making between the increase of immaterial 

labour in the global north and the ways in which 
the cruise and shipping industry rely upon the 
cheap labour and lax laws of the Global South. 

This led me to question how we measure violence - be it 
against communities or the climate - and how we understand 
it temporally and spatially. 
Around the same time I kept coming across articles on the 
proliferation of jellyfish in the oceans and this being a rather 
curious effect of climate change. The more I read into them 
the more their behaviours seemed analogous to the entan-
glements of globalisation, as well as being a bellwether for 
climate change. It’s like the Turritopsis dohrnii jellyfish, with 
its ability to revert back to an earlier stage in its life cycle 
in response to adverse conditions, waiting until its environ-
ment is no longer toxic to it and then continuing to grow and 
mature. This resilience and adaptability to extreme conditions 
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resonated with my wider research. I recently heard a Danish 
scientist developed a way to make crisps out of jellyfish, 
which seems like a fitting example of the versatility of the 
free-market in the face of climate change.

T.A:  Jellyfish have all this destructive potential yet most species 
of jellyfish have no brain or central nervous system, no ability to 
control the direction of their own movement, other than to go up 
or down. Their brainlessness and otherworldliness makes them 
difficult to comprehend. Irrepressible, emotionlessly damaging 
and with a logic that seeks only to colonise, the spread of jelly-
fish blooms at the expense of other marine life seems at once a 
product of, and analogous to, global capitalism. 
The difficulty we have comprehending the experience of a jellyfish, 
even when we can see one in front of us and the kind of blankness 
they have because of that felt somehow relevant to the way they 
were being used analogically in your work.

R.L:  That difficulty felt similar to the feeling when one 
tries visualise or comprehend the vast messy networks of global 
trade and movement. This brings me back to the Ursula Le Guin 
quote. I liked the way it gave this feeling of being unanchored 
and at the mercy of a force beyond your control, yet at the same 
time this very force somehow guided you or enabled you to go 
on. I read the Lathe of Heaven around half way through the 
process of making the film and it seemed to guide the work in 

Timothea Armour & Ross Little
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several ways, some more explicit that others. Conversations 
onboard the cruise ship were often very aspirational and reality 
often felt disjointed, I think being in the middle of the Atlantic 
might do this to you. The first half of the film is supposed to 
feel somewhat dreamlike and then there is a kind of slip or 
rupture of this dream into the parallel world of the second half.
The phenomenon of jellyfish being caught up in the ballasts of 
ships plying the global trade routes and transported to non-na-
tive waters also appealed to me. This de-territorialisation 
echoed in contradistinction to the digital nomad’s privileged 
“citizen of the world” perspective. Jellyfish’ ancient history 
and their recent global spread and success also reminded me of 
Donna Haraway’s ideas on human exceptionalism. The fact is 
that we are merely a blip on the universal timeline and probably 
will be outlived by many of the other species on this planet. 
It was partly these associations that made me decide to include 
live jellyfish in the exhibition. I was also aesthetically drawn to 
the jellyfish and their custom made aquarium. The tank design 
resides in that strange space between new age and corporate 
life/work-styles, something that I had experienced onboard the 
cruise ship, where meditation, mindfulness, yoga etc become 
a means to being more productive and efficient. 

T.A:  A fishing net heaving with jellies makes visible the messy 
material reality in a similar way to the Alang breakers’ yards that 
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feature in that second part of the film, the rupture from dream to 
waking nightmare. Here, huge vessels, cargo ships and cruise liners 
alike, arrive at the end of their lives, are broken down in a decompo-
sition-like process, dispersed and then recirculated. Terrific masses 
of stuff constantly being created, piling up. What are we going to do 
with this gelatinous mass, these miles and miles of rusting propel-
lers, lifeboats, mattresses? It is what is beneath the surface of the 
gleaming, somewhat abstract world of the ‘digital nomad’. I find that 
comment about what 'being in the middle of the Atlantic does to 
you' quite thought provoking. At the same time as speaking about 
your personal experience of what was a very involved filmmaking 
process, it made me think of the presence the open ocean has in 
your film. 
The digital nomads on the cruise (and you) are crossing a territory 
that is also traversed by so much of the 'stuff' that we eventually 
encounter in our daily, land-bound lives; the conditions you mention 
in reference to Rob Nixon's book mean the majority of consumer 
goods we can purchase here will have crossed an ocean. When 
we visited Rotterdam with Collective, we went on a boat tour of 
the container port there, which is the biggest in Europe but quite 
small compared to some of the ports in China, for instance. Even 
so, the scale of the place and the size of the container ships was 
immense. One took a full five minutes for our tour boat to cruise 
past, and its scale made me think of how this most physical aspect 

Timothea Armour & Ross Little
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of the global economy is invisible to most of us in the North, hid-
den in the vastness of the open ocean with no land in sight. We 
only hear about this system when in goes wrong; when cargo falls 
overboard in storms and washes up on beaches or when a ship 
becomes stateless and is stranded at sea. It's maybe worth men-
tioning alongside the yoga and meditation practices adopted by 
the digital nomads that the ocean is often used as byword for calm 
and tranquility. Pictures of ocean sunsets make good backdrops 
for inspirational quotes. There's privilege in being able to think of 
the ocean in this abstract way.

R.L:  The experience of being on the open ocean for nine 
days was both one of being unbound yet at the same time highly 
restricted. The cruise ship is a site of extreme control in every 
aspect, both for the crew and passengers. Every morning we 
would receive a daily program under the door of our cabins. 
If you wanted you could have your whole day planned out for 
you, going from a pilates class to a presentation called Cellulite 
FACT vs. SOLUTION or A PERFECT SMILE IS POSSIBLE! and 
then onto a cupcake decorating workshop. Even without these 
activities your autonomy is somewhat diminished, you quickly 
develop a routine and tend to frequent certain places, routes and 
even conversations. 
The crew on the other hand had those tired eyes and aching 
smiles and always had to be on form - I’ve heard that crew 
members are contractually obliged not to speak beyond their 
work capacities, hiding any aspects of their land-based lives 
and performing as the cruise company wishes. Everything had 
an exteriority to it that was unstable and waiting to be broken. 
There were many moments when these smooth shimmering 
surfaces started to deteriorate - the lights in the grand, central 
atrium flickered and the tacky carpets underfoot, the sun-faded 
aspirational stock images that lined the hallways, the poolside 
sunbathers overwhelmed by sea sickness. For me this feeling 
of something lurking beneath translates to our relationship to 
global trade; the ease in which we can ignore where a commodity 
comes from and ends up; the neocolonial nature of some forms 
of tourism. Alang is just one point for those commodities on a 
continuing cycle - they are a physical manifestation of trick-
le-down economics. This masking of unsavoury truths is done 
on a micro and macro level - be it through the affective interior 
design of a cruise ship or office, or be it through making the
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inner machinations of the global trade (from the perspective 
of the global north) appear so seamless and without obvious 
human-cost.

T.A:  There might be huge drifting masses of jellyfish present but 
hidden beneath the surface of the waves in any ocean sunset scene. 
That feeling of something lurking beneath describes well the various 
underlying, present but often unspoken truths that the film draws 
on, including the likelihood that the human species will be outlived 
by things like jellyfish. No matter how many jellyfish crisps we eat… 
I can imagine jellyfish crisps looking a bit like communion wafers, 
the ghostly embodiment of the future of the ocean, reminiscent of 
Le Guin’s jellyfish drying out in the sun. I want to end on this quote, 
which also features in the film, because it seems to encapsulate 
the fragility and precarity of our relationship with the environment 
that is tangible in The Heavy of[...] as well its feeling 
of dreaming and being woken:  What will the creature made all of 
seadrift do on the dry sand of daylight; what will the mind do, each 
morning, waking?

The Heavy of Your Body Parts and The Cool Air of the Air Condition by Ross Little 
was the fourth commission part of Collective’s Satellites programme (22 July -10 
September 2017).
Satellites is Collective’s development programme for emergent artists and 
producers based in Scotland.

3   Le Guin, ibid. 

Timothea Armour & Ross Little

Installation view / Imagen de la instalación: Ross Little. Collective Gallery. 2017
Courtesy of / Cortesía de: Collective / Tom Nolan
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She stands before the 
door, a room of her own

Lúa Coderch
& Sonia Fernández Pan

ESP  PP 178–181

This text is the result of a joint writing process between Lúa Coderch 
and Sonia Fernández Pan, in which aspects of the investigations 
each of them have done appear. Objects, matter, voice, speech, 
personal and artistic idols give shape to a fictional text in which 
many of those subjects cross paths.
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She closed the door and realised she had left her 
keys inside. The first shock, involuntarily reaffirmed by the noise 
of wood hitting the door frame, was replaced by a feeling of anger 
and distress which settled in her stomach. She was not the type 
of person who has many handbags. She knew well of the losses 
during the transfer of objects from one to another. An unnecessary 
routine, a waste of time. But also because she identified a monog-
amous tendency in her relationship with certain items of clothing. 
She looked down at her shoes and realised she had been wearing 
the same pair for weeks. Pale green patent leather shoes which 
she would have preferred in red. She was so fascinated upon 
seeing them in the window that the colour gave up its importance 
to the form. Somebody told her that her unsatisfied aspiration for 
red patent leather shoes carried a childlike desire: the possibility 
of an unknown world to escape to after clicking her heels three 
times. The movement of feet as a gateway. In much the same way, 
a twist of the wrist triggers the mechanism of a lock for a door to 
open. Those red shoes were like the keys she did not possess. 
She introduced her index finger in her mouth and scrubbed her 
front teeth twice with her springy fingertip. The friction produced 
that particular squeak, a sound which might only be heard inside 
her head. Seven minutes earlier she was brushing them carefully 
in the bathroom while she examined her features, her face two 
centimetres from the mirror, her mind blank. She had remembered 
Jessica Simpson, who apparently hated brushing her teeth 
because they became “too slippery”, and had also thought of the 
veiled sexual hint in her remark. She now brought up her four wis-
dom teeth, which were currently wrapped in a gauze, in the bottom 
of a drawer at her apartment. She didn’t like still having them, but 
hadn’t decided to get rid of them either. Throwing away teeth, she 
thought to herself, would be like throwing away part of her skeleton. 
In the past, she had often stopped for a moment in the interior 
patio of the History faculty to observe a group of Archaeology 
students painstakingly put a hominid’s skeleton back together. 
Spread across the floor, the small bones placed orderly in shaky 
rows, a dark brown colour, not white or yellow. And the skull, the 
only truly coherent part, with empty sockets staring at the sky. She 
clenched her fists and felt her nails sink into the palms of her hands. 
She had spent days postponing a nail cut. Her nails were a recur-
ring cause of bad temper. She could not write well on a keyboard 
once they had grown in the slightest. She could not think straight. 
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I write, therefore I think. She was fascinated by those women with 
done up elongated nails clumsily and lustfully tapping their phone 
screens with their fingers. How did they manage with a keyboard? 
Did they have to write as many emails as her? How did they take 
their contact lenses out? How did they masturbate? Beauty ste-
reotypes turned into the perfect strategy to deactivate hands. 
Voluntary and paid for. Death to work, but to pleasure too. Inter-
rupted function in benefit of aesthetics. Were had she left her nail 
clipper? Meanwhile, the door stood there, undaunted, silent, 
completely oblivious to everything. She opened her handbag in 
an exasperated second attempt at finding the keys that lay on the 
kitchen counter. Patience had never been one of her virtues. 
Especially towards anything that made her routines more compli-
cated. The keys, the nails, the sunglasses, the tobacco. She knew 
that the extraordinary character of habits reveals itself at their 
disappearance. Similarly, immediate physical pleasure follows 
pain when it fades and the body returns to its normal state. Or 
tools, which become more present as they break, just like that 
broken drill on the other side of the door. Turned into junk until its 
owner’s indolence takes it to its next state, a state of trash, of the 
object moving again towards substance, the material. The con-
tainer, but a bottomless mouth for what we don’t want. She visu-
alised a rubbish tip. A huge pile of rubbish. A spectacle of the 
vitality of matter. She touched the bottom of the handbag, rum-
maging through the wallet, a book, a torch with an ultraviolet light, 
Tampax, a notebook, a pencil case and more things she couldn’t 
identify at that moment due to her state. She then reached the 
strands which sometimes fell out of her rolling tobacco. On top of 
everything, she had forgotten to flip her handbag and empty its 
insides out on the balcony. Tobacco reminded her of hair because 
they both easily turn into waste, into abject matter. The strands in 
her bag or on the floor; hair in the shower plate or on a plate of 
food in a restaurant. Dirt bothered her as much as mess. She could 
never find much difference between them. She preferred mess 
because she identified it with the personal life of objects. The 
autonomy of movement of things that rebel against the human 
ambition of discipline. Dirt was something she identified with 
people and carelessness that was easy to observe in other aspects 
of their lives. She looked at the door and saw that it was covered 
in a fine film of dust. Invisible to the eye but not to touch. She slowly 
traced an imperceptible letter with the same index finger she had 
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put in her mouth earlier. The first letter of her name. The same 
letter she had sometimes written on her desk in class as a teen-
ager, turning boredom into territorial marking. The door. Closed. 
She stands before the door. Closed. For some reason the situation 
she currently found herself in was less unsettling than all the times 
that, keys in hand, she had been unable to open that same door. 
Her door was one of those that has “a trick to it”, as some say. A 
trick that she only knew how to do sometimes. Other times, as in 
some sort of psychological battle between the lock and her, she 
duelled the oiled insides of the mechanism, with those minute 
teeth -again- in the darkness of the open hole in the wood. Then 
her hand, warm and reddened by the end, would turn into an 
extension of the key, stuck, herself powerless, and not the other 
way round, blindly searching for that trick she knew existed: a skilful 
and quick turn in one direction or the other, maybe synchronised 
with a determined pull or, on the contrary, pushing the door with 
her whole body at the exact moment. Again with her head in the 
clouds. Trying to enter the metro with her house-keys. Trying to 
open her front door with the metro pass. Handing in a credit card 
when asked for your ID. She turned around and headed towards 
the street, somebody muttered Oh, my dear Agustin! All is lost, 
lost, lost!, just like the little lady in a children’s story, full of morals 
and detailed drawings. Was she a princess? Of course. Chaste 
and stupid, as she was meant to be. Why was she being repri-
manded? For talking and talking without rhyme nor reason, without 
knowing what was acceptable and what wasn’t. For not staying 
still and being quiet. For not having a door on her mouth. For 
allowing a pitman to kiss her. “Such a slag”. What do you call an 
angry princess who has just awakened from a long sleep? Slapping 
beauty. That’s how she felt, like a princess slapped by the awak-
ening of conscience. Or like that other one whose father gave her 
a lock and a book so she would stop annoying everyone with her 
anger issues. Write and shut up. Talk, but without bothering others, 
talk to yourself. Don’t aspire to be king. Nor Telemachus. The house 
was her diary, she had a room of her own, a dysfunctional prison. 
It turned out to be a sunny morning. It could have been worse. It 
could have been pouring, like the previous night. Go back home 
to grab an umbrella. Impossible. Such a flashy object on sunny 
days. As practical as it was uncomfortable. An accessory to mea-
sure the level of courtesy of passersby. The umbrella allowed her 
to divide people into two typologies: those who use it and those 
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who don’t. In the first, there were two more subtypes: those who 
walk in the middle of pavement and those who shamelessly insist 
on seeking shelter under the corbels of balconies. As if the 
umbrella were not enough. There was a third subgroup: those who 
step to the side when they see somebody umbrellaless walking 
in their direction and those who don’t. This last type of people 
made her particularly angry, especially when they were men. She 
became deeply annoyed by the naturalised right of some bodies 
over others when taking up more space than they need. On the 
streets, in the metro, at a round table, in bed or on the dance floor. 
In any case, she preferred raincoats to umbrellas. They took up 
less space, they were made of soft plastic. She liked plastic, even 
if now it was a politically incorrect desire. She even used her yellow 
raincoat on sunny days. Others use suede jackets on rainy days, 
unaware of the oncoming disaster. Careful, a loose, unsteady 
paving stone. Some road workers -she thought with relief that 
years had passed since they no longer raised their heads to watch 
her walk by- were tearing up half the street. Under the pavement, 
at a lower level, the paving stones from decades ago showed up. 
From the sixties? And under the paving stones, at an even lower 
level, the beach could be found, or so they said. She shrugged. 
Her mother. Her mother’s library was a time machine: books about 
Latin American revolutions and books about psychoanalysis and 
books about sexual freedom. Even though she also wore low 
heeled shoes covered in glitter. She would have to deal with all of 
this in a not-so-distant future, when her mom would not be around 
anymore. Objects, another prison. The poly leather and felt small 
armchair, ashtrays and miniature guillotines to cut off the ends of 
cigars, the compass in its case with red velvet gaps, a brown 
Bakelite sugar bowl, notebooks wrapped in Ironfix that still have 
bubbles, the writing desk. In the bathroom with dark maroon tiles 
and in the bathroom with even darker green tiles, small stocks of 
cologne, bathrobes, cotton buds, and huge sanitary towels. She 
entered a cafe and asked for a decaf Americano to take. The 
possibility of decaffeinating coffee seemed like a prodigious 
contradiction to her. As improbable as the cardboard cup that 
contained it ever really being recycled. It was imperative that it 
was an Americano, but what was really important was the dispos-
able cup. The cup triggered a simulation. An experience taken 
from American movies. The cup as a mechanism for desire. Of 
another city, other habits, other people. She fantasised with 
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another place, with the idea of living with the bare minimum. Things 
that fit in a suitcase and barely have an emotional connection to 
the past. She thought of the benefits of living permanently outside. 
No house, no scary, no keys, no lock. No return. No objects that 
know of the lives of people more than the people they cohabit with. 
She recalled a woman with Diogenes syndrome a few streets 
further up. Her bags, her boxes, her permanent mountain of stuff 
encircling a bench, covered in huge plastic in the winter. And then 
she felt the obscenity of her desire. Rejection of privilege is a 
privilege itself. Leaving a house, a job, a family, a city… Comfortably 
leaving the comforts of an uncomfortable life, like in a Hollywood 
film. But life is not a film, not even an art film. It isn’t a book, either. 
She thought of that dystopian society where people start losing 
their ability to speak, to write, to read. The loss of language as 
punishment. She thought of her closed home. She felt her nails 
digging into her hands again. Too ling for a keyboard, but maybe 
not for a pen. One can write anywhere with a pen. On many things 
and in many places. Given with the choice of past technology, she 
preferred fountain pens. Not only for the contact with paper, but 
also for the way they discharge ink without asking for permission. 
They suddenly explode, without forewarning nor manners, staining 
everything within their reach. Becoming the centre of attention, 
as if objects were also able to suffer nervous breakdowns. The 
fountain pen that rebels after being locked up with a lid for too 
long. After being locked up in a room instead of being able to write 
anywhere. In the metro, at a cade, in a square, at an airport, in a 
park, at a sleep-inducing meeting. At any time, at breakfast, in the 
early morning, during downtime. She put her hand in her coat 
pocket and felt the shape of a pen. The notebook was in her hand-
bag, as always. She remembered Carolina, Jara, Ariadna, Mafe, 
Katy, Ania, Anaïs Clàudia, Eva, Blanca, Alicia, Julia, Julieta and 
many more who were with her. The next thing would be to call the 
locksmith, maybe. She went out onto the street, smiling, out of her 
wits and out of her door.
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